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Cyrus Durand - Inventive Genius

By CRAIG J. TURNER
Division of Postal History

Smithsonian Institution

The following study first appeared in the June, 1974 issue of the SPA Journal, official publication -4-
of the Society of Philatelic Americans, and is reprinted here through the courtesy of Mr. Belmont
Faries, its editor. Illustrations were supplied by the Smithsonian Institution, Dr. Glenn Jackson, *
and George W. Wait.
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Although the orientation of the article is more philatelic than syngraphic, the applications to 2 1,'
the study of banknote design are quite obvious. Philatelic specialists have generally been more
aware of the activities of the various security printers and artisans than syngraphists. Therefore,
Mr. Turner's exposition should be of special interest to readers of PAPER MONEY.
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FROM the days of the caveman, the representation of
natural objects by means of a picture has been one
of the prime means of communicating ideas from

mind to mind. Over the years, the method of produc-
ing one picture at a time was found to be very unsatis-
factory as the speed of civilization increased. It was not
long before the discovery was made that a single picture
might be reproduced many times over by the processes
of engraving and printing.

The methods used in the 1800s to design, engrave and
print our classical United States postage stamps were the
identical processes employed to produce the paper cur-
rency of our early banks. From the 1820s to the 1890s
there existed in America a small group of artists, de-
signers, engravers and printers who worked interchange-
ably on banknotes, postage stamps, railroad bonds, rev-
enue stamps, stock certificates and other securities
required by our young nation to carry on the commerce
of the day.

Early in the century, banknotes were issued by pri-
vately owned banks; consequently, there was a steady
market for the engraving and printing skills of these
artisans. These versatile men often formed companies
among themselves, including in their midst clever in-
ventors who did much to advance the art of mechanical
engraving. Patents secured by these inventors usually
gave one firm an advantage over another, thereby pro-
ducing a competitive spirit which sharpened the talents
of the various artists even more.

Philadelphia, the early capital of our nation, was also
the early capital of American engraving, and many of
the more famous engravers worked there and lived
nearby. In 1781, the first hank in North America was
established in that city and from the very beginning, the
Philadelphia Mint employed some of America's most
prominent artists and engravers. These men, originally
die sinkers to the Mint, went on to become engravers of
the highest order. Soon these fledgling engraving firms
found it expedient to open branches in other cities, and
New York became the second most important center of
engraving in America.

These companies were, in reality, groups of engravers
banded together so as to offer different types of engrav-
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Fig. 1 Etching of Cyrus Durand as a studious young
man.

ing skills to their customers. One man adroit in portrait
work would be the vignette engraver; another would be
script letterer; and a third would engrave the fancy
borders and frames surrounding the central designs.
Each man was assigned the task in which he was most
proficient.

With the advent of the adhesive postage stamp in the
1840s, postage stamp production provided an additional
outlet for the wizardry of these early engraving tech-
nicians. Competition became even more keen, and from
it all emerged some of the most beautifully executed
engravings ever accomplished by man.

In this country, all United States postage stamps
produced from 1847 to 1893 were engraved and printed
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by men who worked for these privately-owned engraving
concerns. This story deals with one of these gifted men
and his incredible accomplishments.

CYRUS Durand, machinist, banknote engraver and
inventor, was born in 1787, in Jefferson Village
(now Maplewood), Essex County, New Jersey.

Figure 1 is from an etching by F. Morin which shows
Cyrus Durand as a studious young man early in his
career.

Cyrus was the second child of seven sons and three
daughters of a watchmaker and his wife. All ten children
achieved some degree of fame through their mechanical
or artistic skills. Three of his brothers, Asher, John and
Theodore, were also engravers of some note and the
story of Asher, by far the most gifted engraver of the
four, will be the subject of a future article. His sisters
were proficient in wood block engraving, which was then
a method employed to transfer designs to cloth.

The Durand family, of French origin as the name
indicates, emigrated to this country from France around
the 1740s. Exactly where the family first settled in the
new world is unknown, but Cyrus' grandfather moved
from Darby, Connecticut to Jefferson Village in the
1750s. At that time, the area was chiefly a rural farm-
ing valley with little or no commerce with large cities.
Education in the valley was practically unknown, except
for the occasional Yankee, English, or Irish school-
master who happened into the valley. The summer
months were usually taken up with the crops while the
winter was reserved for study. Most of the crops were
safely stored by then and rudimentary reading, spelling,
writing and arithmetic were the courses pursued by the
Durand children. By the age of fourteen, Cyrus had
completed Webster's "Spelling Book," Lindley Murray's
"English Reader" and Dilworth's "Arithmetic" and
went on to work in his father's watchmaking shop where
he learned the use of tools.

In the next four years, he attempted various tasks,
among them the making of brass rings, sleeve buttons
and silver spoons. While working with silver ingots, he
became proficient in the arts of casting and forging
metals. By his eighteenth birthday, he had already
begun to steer a course towards his ultimate profession
of inventor. While visiting a local clockmaker, his active
mind worked out the details for an engine to cut clock
wheels. During this same period, he designed numerous
tools useful in the manufacture of clocks. Some of these
are still found in the New Jersey countryside and are
remarkable in that they still keep excellent time.

In 1808, Cyrus married, and due to a bitter depression,
found it difficult to make ends meet. During this time
of poverty, John Taylor, president of a Newark bank,
asked him to design a turning-lathe for the manufacture
of jewelry. There was only one firm furnishing jewelry
castings at the time, and the firm was based in New
York City. Newark, a city of 50,000 inhabitants, could
easily support a local jeweler and the bank president
required an additional income to meet expenses. Cyrus,
with the help of his brother Asher, designed the machine
for Taylor. Because of this feat. local factories called
on Cyrus to assist them to overcome their wartime pro-

duction problems through the use of his cleverly de-
signed machinery.

During 1812, Asher Brown Durand, a younger brother,
was apprenticed to Peter Maverick, the engraver, then
of Newark. Asher spoke so highly of Cyrus' mechanical
ability that Maverick commissioned the older Durand
to design a machine for ruling straight lines for bank-
note backgrounds. Figure 2 shows Durand's ruling
machine, and Figure 3 illustrates the effect achieved by
combining a vignette of an Indian maiden with the ruled
lines produced by Cyrus' ruling machine.

During the next two years, Cyrus designed other
engines for producing wavy lines as well as ovals. These
machines are regarded today as the beginning of a series
of improvements made by Durand which eventually led
to the geometric lathe used for banknote and postage
stamp work.

In 1814, Durand left Jefferson Village, moved to
Newark, and returned to silversmithing. In the fall of
the same year, he volunteered to serve as a drummer in
the war, and went to Sandy Hook for three months.
Everyone gave something of themselves during the war
and this was Durand's sacrifice to duty.

In 1815 we find him in Rahway, New Jersey, making
machines for spinning and carding hair for the manu-
facture of carpets at the Taurino factory. Four years
later, Cyrus went on to invent two machines of vastly
different character. At that time rope-reeded furniture
had become quite popular and one of his new inventions
turned the reeds into fashionable legs for tables, chairs,
beds, etc. His other machine was an improvement on
a past invention whereby he was able to produce wavy
ovals instead of plain ovals on one of his lathes.

In 1820, typhoid struck the Durand family and Cyrus
lost his wife and two brothers, one of whom possessed
Cyrus' extraordinary mechanical skills. The next year
he moved to Springfield, New Jersey, and in 1822 he
married again.

About this time in his life he began to give serious
thoughts to a career in the engraving field. It seems
that he was the only person capable of operating many
of the engines, machines and lathes that he had invented.
Consequently, in 1823, he moved his family and ma-
chines to New York City and entered into partnership
with C. C. Wright in banknote engraving. According to
city directories of the time, there were only five com-
panies engaged in mechanical engraving at the time—
one in Hartford, two in Philadelphia and two in New
York City.

During his first year in the engraving business he
invented a transferring machine which enabled his com-
pany to make multiple copies of the same engraving by
transferring the subject of the die to a flat plate many
times. Figure 4 is an early drawing of Durand's transfer
press. It was rumored that a similar machine was in
use in Philadelphia, but later it was proved that the
Philadelphia machine worked on an entirely different
principle than Durand's press. The transfer presses still
used today by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
in Washington are based on Durand's original ideas and
still serve their purpose perfectly.
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Fig. 2 Drawing of Cyrus Durand's ruling machine.

Fig. 3 Engraving showing Durand's ruled lines in the background.
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Fig. 4 Drawing of Cyrus Durand's transfer press.

Cryus' younger brother. Asher Brown Durand, joined
the firm of Durand and Wright in 1824 and brought
with him an excellence of the engraving skill that has
rarely been attained to this day. With Asher acting as
designer and engraver for the firm, Cyrus was freed
from engraving to work on his inventions. He then
produced a geometrical lathe which enabled him to cut
ovals. concentrics and circles in plain and wavy formats.
It was said that the work produced by this machine was
of such a caliber that it rivaled the rich effect of the
engraver's burin. Figure 5 is a picture of one of Cyrus'
improved geometrical lathes; Figure 6 illustrates burins
and their use.

During the next few years. Durand produced engine-
lathes for the purpose of ornamenting watch cases and
pencil cases—a business created by his machines, which
made many people wealthy.

In 1830, Joseph Perkins joined the firm and the
company became Durand, Perkins and Company. At this
same time he entered into business with Nelmoth, Moffits
and Company in the watch case, pencil case and jewelry
business. Three years later he branched out again and
joined Wright and Prentice in the xylographic printing
of ornamental labels—a business that flourished for a
while at a great profit.

The multiplicity of businesses Durand was engaged
in began to take their effect on him and he decided to
take a rest from the hustle and bustle of the business
world. Consequently, in 1834, he and his second wife
went on a trip west where he could breathe in the fresh
pure air of the country, enjoy the solitude, and get his
much-needed rest.

They returned in 1836 and purchased a small factory
in Camptown, New Jersey, where Cyrus began to tinker
with machinery again. This he continued, along with
his engraving company, until 1840, when he dissolved
both firms meaning to retire, but Durand possessed an
active, ingenious mind that would not let him slow
down. He went on to invent the "Red Letter," a security
printing measure used on bank notes to guard against
counterfeiting. Next, it was a machine for printing calico
cloth from rollers. Then in 1846, came a routing ma-
chine for cutting figures on type-metal rollers for oil-
cloth printing, which functioned well and performed
the work of several people. From that time on Cyrus
Durand devoted himself chiefly to banknote engraving
and improving the geometrical lathe, producing several
different machines.

Through the study of early engraving and engraving
methods, your author believes that considerable evidence
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Fig. 5 Picture of one of Durand's improved geometrical lathes.

-GRAVERS, OR 111.TRINI1. -WAY IN WHICH A LINE 18 TRACED BY THE ORAVEZ.

Fig. 6 Burins, or gravers, and their use.

points to the fact that Cyrus Durand worked, at different
times in his career, for Rawdon. Wright, Hatch & Edson:
Toppan Carpenter, Casilear & Company: and later for
the National Banknote Company.

In his Historical Catalogue of U.S. Stamp Essays and
Proofs, Brazer reports: "June 10th 1858, a committee
was appointed from the American Banknote Company to
negotiate with Cyrus Durand for his services for one
year, including the use of his geometric lathe, transfer
press and cycloidal ruling machine and the right to pur-
chase this machinery at the end of the year's contract.
Cyrus refused to sign what he called a 'one sided' agree-
ment to sell his machinery at a fixed price without bind-
ing the Company to buy it. and Edson (President of

American) recommended that 'for the sake of prevent-
ing the machinery from falling into the hands of the
opposition it would be best for the Company to agree
to buy it at the end of the year for $3,000.' This con-
tract was probably executed but not signed as Cyrus
Durand joined the National Banknote Company about
November 1859."

Whether Cyrus was employed by the different engrav-
ing firms on a regular basis or only hired for special
jobs cannot be ascertained at this late date, but most
likely he was only hired when his particular talents were
required, i.e., engine or lathe work.

It is known that Asher Brown Durand engraved the
vignettes of the United States 1847 issue of postage
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Fig. 7 The medal copying machine used by the Philadelphia Mint.  

Fig. 8 Examples of work produced from the medal copying machine.

A Cyrus Durand lathe work proof sheet

stamps, but students of our early banknote issues differ
in opinion as to who accomplished the lathe work on
the first issue. This author's research indicates that the
work was done by Cyrus Durand. Further, the process
of elimination seems to bear this out.

History records two other men connected with me-
chanical engraving in this same period of time. Asa
Spencer, who invented a process for applying lathe work
to bank notes and made improvements in the medal
copying machine, went to England in 1817 with Jacob
Perkins (co-founder of Perkins, Bacon & Co., Ltd.). He
reportedly died in England in 1847. Spencer had a son,
Asa Jr., who worked in Philadelphia from 1841 to 1844,
but not as lathe man. As Spencer senior was dead be-
fore the issue in question was engraved and his son did
not do lathe work, the Spencers are eliminated.

The other machine operator of the period was a Phila-
delphian named Joseph Sarton, who was employed by
the United States Mint and worked on the medal copy-
ing machine--a machine which allowed the lands and
grooves of coins and medals to be reproduced in relief
on banknotes. Figure 7 is a picture of the medal copy-
ing machine; Figure 8 shows examples of the type work
produced by Sarton using the medal copying machine.
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Salesman's sample sheet of designs offered by Durand & Co.        
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lit. „	 it	 Very early (1823) specimen engraving of Durand's lathe work.

Therefore, Joseph Sarton, medal engraver for the
Philadelphia Mint, operated an entirely different type of
machine, which eliminates Sarton and leaves Cyrus
Durand as the only man who could have done the
delicate lathe work found on our first issue of postage
stamps.

Further substantiating evidence is contained in the
following quotation from an article which appeared in
1853 in Volume I of The Illustrated Magazine of Art;
"Before dismissing the geometrical lathe, we may re-
mark that there is only one man living who can work
that machine, and that man is Cyrus Durand. If he
should be taken away suddenly, the invention would be
lost again to the world, or, at least, so far as the pro-
duction of new work is concerned, and banks would have
to content themselves with the use of the old work."
(Italics are the author's).

Based on the foregoing evidence, this author believes
that the first two postage stamps issued by the United

States government 	 the five and ten cent denominations
of 1847 were engraved by the Durand brothers—Asher
and Cyrus. Asher Brown Durand engraved the central
vignettes and surrounding foliage, and Cyrus added the
straight lines ruled into the backgrounds utilizing his
own invention, the ruling machines.

Figures 9 and 10 show enlarged proof impressions of
the two stamps issued by the government in 1847. Note
the straight lines ruled into the background of each
stamp. Compare the ruled lines on these two stamps with
those ruled lines illustrated in Figure 3 which were
done on a Cyrus Durand ruling machine.

In later years, records prove that Cyrus Durand ma-
chine-engraved the borders on the 1851 three, twelve
and twenty-four cent stamps using his improved geome-
tric lathe when he was sixty-four years old. He is also
credited with machining the borders on the one, three,
five, twelve, and twenty-four cent stamps of the 1861
issue in his seventy-fourth year.

Proof note by Durand, Perkins & Co., New York, with the Franklin vignette later utilized on the
first U. S. postage stamp (5c denomination).
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Proof note by Durand, Perkins & Co., New York, with the Washington vignette later utilized on
the first U. S. postage stamp (10c denomination).

Fig. 9 Five-cent 1847 stamp issue showing ruled lines
in the background.

Cyrus Durand—inventive genius of the early bank-
note engraving era died at the age of eight-one at
Irvington, New Jersey, September 18, 1868.
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